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Notes on StopKiss - Northern State University Stop Kiss revises Romeo and Juliet, with one thug and the mores of a nation standing in for the family feud. --Regina Marler --This text refers to the Hardcover Moving power of love in 'Stop Kiss' - Los Angeles Times Fortune's Fool Theatre's Stop Kiss - Twin Cities Daily Planet Stop Kiss - Writers Guild of America East BOONE – Appalachian State University's Department of Theatre and Dance presents Stop Kiss Sept. 29-Oct. 3, on campus at the Valborg Theatre. Stop Kiss - TheaterMania.com fall in love. Their first kiss provokes a violent attack. Stop Kiss. Front Cover - Diana Son, Dramaturgs Play Service Inc. 2000 - Drama - 64 pages. Stop Kiss: Group Presentation by Lauren McCarney on Prezi 26 Jan 2014. Let's get this out of the way right up front --you should go Aug 29, 2015 - Feb 14, 2016Black & WhiteSep 12 - Dec 13Local TimeSep 15 - Dec 12Covered in Time and Stop Kiss - Cardinal Stritch Universitystritch.eduAcademic-Programs-Sciences-stop-kiss?CachedStop Kiss is performed in the DOWNSTAIRS STUDIO THEATER at the Joan Steele Stein Communications and Fine Arts Building on the Cardinal Stritch Amazon.com: Stop Kiss - Acting Edition 9780822217312: Diana The year that my play Stop Kiss premiered at The Public Theater, extending three times, making it the longest-running straight play produced at the theater since. 16 Sep 2011. Diana Son's “Stop Kiss” plays like an absorbing public-service announcement. The tale of the furtive lesbian romance that unfolds in the Stop Kiss, by Diana Son, directed by Ray Miller Theatre and Dance. 10 Nov 2014. From left, Sharon Leal and Angela Lin in Pasadena Playhouse's Stop Kiss. Photo by Jim Cox. By Frances Baum Nicholson. Posted: 111014, STOP KISS By Diana Son Starring Sharon Leal and Angela Lin With John Sloan, Brandon Scott, Amanda Carlin and Jeff De Serrano Directed by Seema Sueko. Rogue Machine Theatre:: Stop Kiss "Loaded with laughter and tears, Stop Kiss is that rare play that makes you consider all the things in your life that matter most." NYTtimes. By: Diana Son Don't expect to see Callie and Sara, the two heroines of Stop Kiss to rush into that inhaling of each other's heart. These are not seventeenth century lovers after Stop Kiss Toronto Fringe Festival 9 Jul 2013. 2 min - Uploaded by ActingLikeAnnaCallie Pox, from Diana Son's Stop Kiss. just google 'Stop Kiss' and add 'pdf' and it Part of the University of Pittsburgh's School of Arts and Sciences, the Department of Theatre Arts founded in 1982 offers BA, MA, MFA, and PhD degrees in. Stop Kiss - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 7 Oct 2015. From Oct. 15–18, The University of Tampa will stage Diana Son's Stop Kiss. Show times are 8 p.m. on Thursday–Saturday, Oct. 15–17, and 2 Review: Pasadena Playhouse's 'Stop Kiss' a moving relationship. Analysis of Play a. about the play b. Listing of themes, motifs, and time line of play c. structure of play. ?2014-2015 A.C.T. Fellowship Project Stop Kiss Indiegogo Support the ‘14-'15 American Conservatory Theater Fellows Project: Stop Kiss. Stop Kiss - YouTube 11 Nov 2014. At the center of Diana Son's drama Stop Kiss is a brutal attack on two women locked in an embrace. The scene is reported rather than Stop Kiss Theatre Arts University of Pittsburgh. 14 May 2015. Stop Kiss, by Diana Son, tells the story of two women in New York City, Callie and Sara, who become friends and fall in love. After the pair are STOP KISS was produced by the New York. - Jay Gilman Stop Kiss by Diana Son by Diana Son. Thursday, October 8, 2015 to Sunday, October 18, 2015. Get Tickets. Image of heart for Stop Kiss. Two women meet and discover a Stop Kiss, a CurtainUp review - CurtainUp.com ??There's so much that is vital and exciting about STOP KISSyou want to embrace this young author and cheer her on to other worksthe writing on display. Stop Kiss, by Diana Son, tells the story of Callie and Sara, two women who fall in love. Their first kiss provokes a violent attack that turns their lives upside down. Stop Kiss - California State University, Dominguez Hills Stop Kiss is a play written by the American playwright Diana Son, and produced Off-Broadway in 1998 at The Public Theater in New York City. It was extended Stop Kiss by Diana Son College of Liberal & Creative Arts STOP KISS was produced by the New York Shakespeare Festival. George C. Wolfe, Producer Rosemarie Tichler, Artistic. Producer Mark Litvin, Managing News - UT to Stage Diana Son's Stop Kiss Oct. 15–18 18 Nov 2014. Nov 18, 2014 by Evan Henerson in Reviews. Tags: Pasadena Playhouse, Diana Son, Stop Kiss, Angela Lin, Sharon Leal, Seema Sueko. Stop Kiss Stanford Arts Stop Kiss - Brown Paper Tickets Stop Kiss. By Diana Son Directed by Kelly Herman. Callie and Sara meet out of necessity, when Sara needs someone to house her cat. They find that they are Stop Kiss Flowertown Players Stop Kiss The Pasadena Playhouse Set in New York City, STOP KISS tells the story of a new friendship between Callie and Sara that throws them both into unexplored territory. The play is an Stop Kiss - Diana Son - Google Books Stop Kiss - DC Theatre Scene Sign p for Rogue Machine News. Support Rogue Machine Theatre - Rogue Machine Theatre Home - Rogue Machine Theatre About Us - Rogue Theatre 'Stop Kiss': The harsh realities of romance - The Washington Post 11 Dec 2006. The actresses playing the leading roles in Northern State University Theatre's production of Stop Kiss are Sara Pilatitzk-Warzeha as traffic. Stop Kiss - Dramatists Play Service, Inc. 18 Sep 2013. When Diana Son's Stop Kiss premiered at New York City's Public Theatre in November of 1998, the questions caused by the tragic death of